
Students making right choices on their "Pathway to Success"
Our Vision
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2021- 2025

Relationship Based Learning
Well Being Schoolwide
A Responsive Curriculum
Partnerships and Transitions

Supporting and protecting 
growth and development 
within our environment

We Value...

Kaitiakitanga

Ākonga

Unity

Student, whanau and 
school working together. 

Believing in ourselves 
and others as 

successful learners

Feeling a sense of belonging 
and shared identity

Respect
Respect for self, others, and 

the community woven 
through all that we do

Independence
Taking responsibility for my 

own choices



School organisation and Structures

SCHOOL CONTEXT

Hawera Intermediate caters for Year 7-8 children in a small town setting. It has a mix of relocatable and permanent buildings and park-like grounds. 
Children attending the school come from within the town itself or farming/ farmlet backgrounds.
The school roll over recent years has ranged from 280- 330 at its peak. There have been six Principals in the years of the school's existence. In Term 4, 
2020 a Principal with extensive local connection and history was appointed. A U5 Principal leads and manages Hawera Intermediate School, working 
together with one Deputy Principal, one Assistant Principal  and 14 Scale A teachers overseeing ten classrooms, and four technology spaces. They bring 
with them a collective range of abilities. Hawera Intermediate School belongs to the Taranaki Intermediate School cluster, and students meet throughout 
the year for sporting, cultural and learning activities. 
Approximately 53% of students identify with Maori being their first ethnicity, 5 % other ethnicities and 42% NZ European. In order to best cater to our 
students, three Whanau were developed, which are named after the three rivers closest to the school. Each whole class belongs to one of these groups, 
which are the base of our school culture providing our students with a sense of whanaungatanga, of pride and belonging.
Through the implementation of Relationship Based Practices, and Pedagogical Practices we aim to motivate and engage our learners through our localised 
curriculum. We aspire to create equitable learning environments, where our learners have greater learner agency.

Parents and Whanau, have expressed a strong desire for the learners at Hawera Intermediate to develop a range of skills and attributes. Learners 
participating in sports, Physical Education, and Health and Well Being is highly valued in our school.

Implementing technologies and disciplines effectively has also become an integral part of our school vision. The school is rapidly moving towards 
integrating digital technologies to develop digital literacy in an authentic context.



SCHOOL CONTEXT

Review of Charter and Consultation

The Board of Trustees continue to evaluate our partnerships with the community and whānau maintaining ongoing meaningful dialogue via:

• Board School Docs Assurance audits and self evaluation 2020
• NZCER School review tools for staff, leadership team and students ongoing
• PB4L Audit 2020
• Reporting to the Board and Board Annual Audits 2020
• Curriculum reviews and data analysis
• Newsletters Fortnightly (ongoing)
• Home and School Learning Partnership Meetings  Terms 2 & 4: 2020
• Written Reports twice per year. Interviews arranged as required by individual parents and whanau. 
• School website, and Facebook. 
• ERO Covid 19 Well-Being Surveys, Staff, Parents, Students
• Health Survey: June 2020
• Charter Community Consultation - All families & Maori Families, October 2020

Hawera Intermediate will provide an updated Charter and Annual Plan to the Ministry of Education by 1st March each year. The Charter 
will include Annual Targets for Improvement and the Analysis of Variance from the previous year. Targets will be based on 
analysis of school wide data, information gathered through self-review, school priorities and on-going assessment.

Student Engagement

At Hawera Intermediate all teachers are encouraged to develop an understanding of current research and 
pedagogies that support equitable learning opportunities for all learners so that they can:
• Continually strive to improve teacher capacity to develop a range of strategies and learning tasks to promote equity and excellence
• Identify learners and groups of learners who require additional support and resources to achieve
• Differentiate the curriculum to meet the needs of all learners
• Strengthen partnerships with parents and whanau



SCHOOL CONTEXT

Kāhui Ako

Transitions

Hawera Intermediate is an active participant and member school of the South Taranaki Kāhui Ako. Strategic Aims of the Kāhui Ako closely align with the 
Hawera Intermediate School Charter

Six local schools contribute to Hawera Intermediate, with a small number transitioning from local full primaries. Approximately 85% of  Year 8 students 
transition on to Hawera High School, with 10-15% going to boarding schools out of town. 

Board of Trustees Management of Resources
Our Principles:
Hawera Intermediate School Board of Trustees will:

k Act as a good employer to all staff, teaching and non- teaching
k Prepare a budget to monitor and control school expenditure
k Allocate funds to meet the school’s needs and enhance student achievement
k No 5 /10 Year Property Plan exists whilst the “Future Education of School Provision” consultation is undertaken
k A safe, healthy learning environment will be met.



STRATEGIC AIMS CORE STRATEGIES for Achieving our Aims    2021 -2025
Relationship Based Learning
Contact / Interactions / Monitoring

Well-Being
Students and staff will have a school 
environment that promotes and supports 
their well-being so ākonga can 
successfully participate in learning and 
contribute to the community.

Responsive Curriculum
Students will maximise their individual 
potential by learning how to learn, and 
experience a curriculum that inspires 
curiosity, and enables excellence and 
equitable outcomes

Partnerships and Transitions

k Use students' voice to help inform our curriculum
k Use NZCER Teacher and Student  Well-Being Survey to analyse baseline measurement and advance our 

strategic initiatives
k Use AREA data for key indicators of success
k Promote physical activity and creativity within the curriculum

k Have a common language of learning across the school
k Develop inquiring classrooms that engage students in learning
k Maximise local curriculum to enhance meaningful learning
k Value and develop competence in Te Reo and Tikanga Maori
k Use assessment tools that monitor student outcomes and provide next step learning
k Develop a culture where student voice and agency is valued
k Promote academic achievement across the school ensuring students have equitable opportunity to access 

the New Zealand Curriculum

k Work with our Kāhui Ako to implement strategies that support our achievement challenges
k Increase our engagement with, and participation in, our local community
k Be a welcoming and open space within our school and classroom communities
k Promote positive, collegial relationships with transitioning schools

k Work with our Kahui Ako to implement strategies that support Relation Based Learning practices across the cluster
k Set protocols in place for Within School Teachers and Impact Coaches
k Collect voice from all stakeholders, Community, Teachers, Leaders, Support Staff and Students
k Use the GPILSEO Model to evaluate the impact of Systematic Leadership and class levels on student 

achievement and well-being and teacher practice and outcomes
k Strengthen processes and practices to promote effective inquiry and internal evaluation (i.e. GPILSEO)

Learning partnerships will be promoted to 
encourage proactive learning, whānau as 
partners in our learning, and community 
support for our school.

Student Achievement will accelerate,  
educational outcomes will improve. 

We aim to maximise progress and 
achievement for all and in particular for 
our Maori and marginalised students.

1. Be relevant, innovative and forward 
    looking
2. Ensure quality learning and teaching 
    outcomes for all
3. Respect the cultural heritage of 
   Aotearoa  New Zealand



CUTLTURAL DIVERSITY AND TREATY OBLIGATIONS

Alignment to New Zealand Curriculum and Te Treaty of Waitangi obligations
 Ki tua atu o te matapaki kōrero ko te mahi

SPECIAL EDUCATION NEEDS AND INCLUSION STATEMENT

Hawera Intermediate School celebrates cultural diversity and practises inclusivity. We want all out learners to understand and respect different 
cultures that make up Aotearoa New Zealand. Hawera Intermediate School will ensure that the experiences, cultural traditions. histories and 
languages of all New Zealanders are recognised and valued. Our curriculum will acknowledge the unique position of Maori in New Zealand society.

For our students this means
Understanding and acceptance of all cultures
Valuing their own and others' heritage
Experience in Te Reo and Tikanga Maori

For our staff this means
Understanding basic Tikanga Maori 
and having high expectations for all, 
including Maori students
Confidently using Te Reo Maori

      For our community this means
Consultation as part of the strategic planQ

Q

Q
Q

Q Q

Q Annual achievement of all learners and Maori 
learners

The Board of Trustees will respond to any request for instruction in Te Reo Maori by advising the parent of the current level of Te Reo and Tikanga Maori 
available at Hawera Intermediate School, offering to explore possibilities

PRINCIPAL'S ENDORSEMENT:

N� Sullivan
BOARD OF TRUSTEE'S ENDORSEMENT:

DATE: February 2021

Inclusion relates to Presence, Participation, and Achievement as key aspects for 
success for all students, in particular, those with special education needs. These special 
education needs might be for students who have difficulty accessing the curriculum at 
their respective age/stage and also for those who might exceed expectations.
Our Goal: Hawera Intermediate School has high expectations and provides a safe and 
welcoming environment for all students, regardless of their ability, socio-economic 
status or family background. We believe that each child has the right to be safe and to 
learn in an environment where they are respected and develop a strong sense of self 
worth.



ANNUAL SECTION 2020

Students Learning
Percentage of groups of learners working within or above expected New Zealand Curriculum levels at the end of 2020

All Students 

NZ European

Māori

Pacifica

Male 

Female

WRITINGREADING

2019            2020 2019            2020 2019            2020

MATHEMATICS

36%

38%

33%

37%

56%

38%

33%

33%

33%

50%

36%

42%

32%

49%

43%

40%

50%

29%

33%

32%

47%

31%

38%

24%

33%

24%

39%

35%

48%

22%

33%

35%

35%



Strategic Aim 3: Students will maximise their individual potential, enabling excellence 

TARGETS - By the end of 2021 we aim to have.........READING BASELINE DATA - Analysis of school-wide data at the end of 2020 showed...

STRATEGIC INTENTION - Responsive Curriculum

(20) 15%  Yr 7, 2020 students working in Level 3P 
accelerating progress by 3 sub levels to achieve 4P

(42) 31% Yr 7, 2020 students working in Level 3A 
accelerating progress by 2 sub levels to achieve 4P

MAORI
(11) 14% Yr 7, 2020 NZ Maori Male students working in 
Level 3P will accelerate by 3 sub levels to achieve 4P

(2) 3% Yr 7, 2020 NZ Maori Female students working in 
Level 3P will accelerate by 3 sub levels to achieve 4P

(8) 11% Yr 7, 2020 NZ Maori Male students working in 
Level 3A will accelerate by 3 sub levels to achieve 4P

(18) 24% Yr 7, 2020 NZ Maori Female students working in 
Level 3A will accelerate by 3 sub levels to achieve 4P

Overall Teacher Judgements

Reading Beg OTJ & End T4 (2019-2020)
In 2019, 22% Year 7 students (n=137) entering the Intermediate were at or above expectation 
At the end of Term 4 2020, 38% Year 8 students (n=137) were at or above expectation

62% Accelerated Progress    61% Maori, 60% NZE
19% Sufficient Progress       19% Maori, 21% NZE
19% Insufficient Progress    19% Maori, 19% NZE

PAT Progress is comparable with OTJ data
49-67% Accelerated progress in either Vocab or Comprehension testing 
31- 48% were at or above expectation

Schoolwide 2020 Data - ALL
Schoolwide statistics show 40% of our students achieving at or above expectation at the 
2020 years end. Neither year group is achieving National Average Means in Reading 
Comprehension or Vocabulary. Both year groups show acceleration in rates of progress 
ranging from 40-73%

Our Female achievement of 55% is above the Male achieving standard of 46%
29% of Maori are achieving at or above standard.



Strategic Aim 3: Students will maximise their individual potential, enabling excellence 

TARGETS - By the end of 2021 we aim to have.........MATH BASELINE DATA - Analysis of school-wide data at the end of 2020 showed...

STRATEGIC INTENTION - Responsive Curriculum

(29) 22% Yr 7, 2020 students working in Level 3P 
accelerating progress by 3 sub levels to achieve 4P

(42) 32% Yr 7, 2020 students working in Level 3A 
accelerating progress by 2 sub levels to achieve 4P

MAORI
(12) 16% Yr 7, 2020 NZ Maori Male students working in 
Level 3P will accelerate by 3 sub levels to achieve 4P

(9) 12% Yr 7, 2020 NZ Maori Female students working in 
Level 3P will accelerate by 3 sub levels to achieve 4P

(10) 13% Yr 7, 2020 NZ Maori Male students working in 
Level 3A will accelerate by 3 sub levels to achieve 4P

(16) 21%  Yr 7, 2020 NZ Maori Female students working in 
Level 3A will accelerate by 3 sub levels to achieve 4P

Overall Teacher Judgements

Mathematics Beg OTJ & End T4 (2019-2020)
In 2019, 50% Year 7 students (n=140) entering the Intermediate were at or above expectation 
At the end of Term 4 2020, 40 % Year 8 students (n=140) were at or above expectation

26% Accelerated Progress  26% Maori, 24% NZE
28% Sufficient Progress      31% Maori, 26% NZE
65% Insufficient Progress    43% Maori, 50% NZE

Schoolwide 2020 Data - ALL
Schoolwide statistics show 35% of our students achieving at or above expectation at the 
2020 years end. Neither year group is achieving National Average Means in Mathematics. 
Both year groups show acceleration of rates of progress ranging from 47-53%

PAT Progress differs from OTJ data but overall achievement aligns
43 % Acceleration rates of progress is noted between the same students from October 
2019 to October 2020.
39% were at or above expectations at the 2020 end.

Our Female achievement of 35 % is marginally above the Male achieving standard of 34%
22% of Maori are achieving at or above standard.



Strategic Aim 3: Students will maximise their individual potential, enabling excellence 

WRITING BASELINE DATA - Analysis of school-wide data at the end of 2020 showed...

STRATEGIC INTENTION - Responsive Curriculum

Overall Teacher Judgements
Writing Beg OTJ & End T4 (2020)
16% Year 7 students (n=21/134) in Term 1  were at or above expectation, 34% in Term 4 
15% Year 8 students (n=22/153) in Term 1 were at or above expectation, 31% in Term 4
33% Accelerated Progress    18% Maori, 14% NZE
35% Sufficient Progress         20% Maori, 19% NZE
32% Insufficient Progress      15% Maori, 19% NZE

Schoolwide 2020 Data - ALL
Schoolwide statistics show 32% of our students achieving at or above expectation at the 2020 years end. 
Limited rates of progress are noted

Our Female achievement of 39% is above the Male achieving standard of 24%
24% of Maori are achieving at or above standard.



STRATEGIC INTENTIONS

2021 ANNUAL KEY ACTIVITY TARGETS

Strategic Aim 1:
Relationship Based Learning

Strategic Aim 2:
Well-Being

Strategic Aim 3:
Responsive Curriculum

ACTIONS
Refine protocols for Within School Teachers and Impact Coaches 
Embed Observation, Feedback and Coaching conversation into the  “Teachers Professional Growth Cycle” 
Promote whole staff engagement of the  “RBL Profile” through planned and monitored workshop sessions
Revisit voices and voice collection throughout the year

Use the GPILSEO Model at class level to track and monitor “Teacher As Inquiry” and “Priority Learners”
Use the GPILSEO Model at a Senior Management Level to evaluate the impact of Systematic Leadership

Merge PB4L / KAURI expectations into a seamless working document
Use 2019 NZCER Well-Being Review to give direction to 2020 planning
Employ and strategically utilise Support Staff strength to support teachers, support staff, admin staff and students
Use NZCER Well-Being Survey to monitor and strategically develop well-being in school

Promote Student Agency through (PARS) Personal Achievement Record, Badges and Honours Board system- “Student 
Learning Pathways”
Promote physical activity, creativity, and environmental sustainability within team planning.
Develop the curriculum through localised authentic content. Focus on local and NZ History.
Promote Kapa Haka, Te Reo and Tikanga within school operations.
Develop Digital Technology through our integrated curriculum
Build on the HIS Graduate Profile this defining success in learning and behaviour
Streamline Assessment Documentation
Develop effective assessment opportunities as naturally occurring evidence so teachers can “move” students across 
curriculum levels.
Deliver “Assessment for Learning” Theory via external facilitator through PLD, MOE hours
Grow staff understanding and use of the Learning Pathway Framework and PACT tool- Assistant Principal and  PLD 
provider

Build leadership capability - Principal and PLD Consultant
k Vivianne Robinson “ Reduce Change to Increase Improvement” - Senior Management
k Leader’s Guide to Coaching in Schools - All Leaders

Develop inquiry/ curriculum teams 



STRATEGIC INTENTIONS

2021 ANNUAL KEY ACTIVITY TARGETS

Strategic Aim 4:
Partnerships and Transitions

ACTIONS
Strategic Aim 3:
Responsive Curriculum - cont Provide Leadership Professional Learning Development through targeted intervention

k Principal PLD 
k Senior Leaders, Evaluation Associates PLD
k Middle Leaders PLD

Staff Exposure to 21st Century, 7 Principles of Learning
Promote School visits for staff - Innovative Learning Environments- PLD 2022

School open days to share learning, curriculum development
Inviting guest speakers, personnel expertise into school
Visibility in local community - A&P Show, Market days
Giving back to community - integrated into learning
Promotion of transition visits to and from Intermediate School
Food in Schools Partnerships - Term 2 onwards
“Future Education Provision in Hawera Schools” on-going consultation


